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The topic of the webinar was chosen which is concemed with present social

movements, its nature and direction. The resource person of the webinar was

UlkataiMahajan. The participants were from different mea and discipline along

with the social work stream. It throw light on the many issues of weaker section in

present time and underlined the necessity ofjoining hands to protects the rights of

the people who are victimizing by the persons with comrpted mentality in the

power structure of the society.

Ulkatai thoroughly discussed on social movements' nature in present time.

In the caste system, the individual's duty to the caste system was emphasized, not

his rights within the society. The lower castes were taught to accept their place in

the social order, so as to obtain a better position in the next life through religious

ceremonies and rituals. Different tribes have their own cultures, dialects, life styles,

social structures, rituals; values, etc. differing somewhat from those of the

dominant nom tribal peasant social groups. At the same time, most of them are

settled agriculturists-and social differentiations have developed among them. Their

agrarian problems were and are, to some extent, the same as those of other non-

tribal peasants. Issues of women empowerment and laborers in unorganized sector

are also need to pay attention.
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Social workers, volunteers, NGOs and those who have compassion towards

these people who are exploiting or possibly victimized in the future, must join

hands together. Ulkatai further said that students fiom social work discipline must

join the social movements in their mea which are addressing the human rights

The webinar was conducted in interactive manner. More than 80 participants

benefitted by this brain storming session. Students and other participants asked

many questions and doubts in their mind. The various buming issues of human

rights were discussed and the experiential information was shared by the resource

person. UlkataiMahajan said that, the direction of the present social movements

should be concentrated on the protection and preservation of basic human rights so

far as there is need of creating continuous awareness among the mass of people.

The webinar become successful by the cooperation of the teaching and non

teaching staff of the college. The webinar viewed by more than 3000 people on

various platforms of social media. lt will be dehnitely benefited to the new

generation who are aspirant to work in human rights movement.
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